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Chapter 1801 

Seeing that the people from the Burning Heaven Sect are gone, David and the others don’t have to hide 

their strength! 

“Hmph, this Burning Heaven Sect is really trash. When I heal my father, I will give them a cult name for 

this trash Sect.” 

Anna roared angrily. 

“Okay, don’t be angry, let’s kill this tiger demon first!” 

David persuaded Anna! 

“David, this tiger demon can only be killed by you. I’m afraid others will fight for a while, or even get 

hurt!” 

Hu Mazi said to David very interestingly. 

“Okay, I’ll come!” 

 

David nodded, then took a step forward! 

 

I saw David waved his right hand, and the Dragon Slaying Sword was instantly born from the heart and 

appeared in David’s hand! 

 

A bright light flickered on David’s body. 

 

Although David is sure to kill this tiger demon, he will not be careless! 

 

 

After all, it is a monster in the realm of Dawuhou. Although it is raised, its ferocity is weaker than that of 

wild monsters, but David is still waiting! 

 



The power of the dragon in David’s body was continuously injected into the Dragon Slaying Sword, the 

sword pointed at the sky, and the green light appeared! 

 

Behind David, a huge sword shadow appeared, like a mountain! 

 

At this moment, the Dragon Slaying Sword made a huge humming sound, and it seemed that the whole 

snow-capped mountain that was stirred was shaking. 

 

And within the snow mountain, there seems to be a voice, responding to the Dragon Slaying Sword in 

David’s hand! 

 

This kind of response was sensed by David, which made David’s face show incredible excitement. 

 

 

The tiger demon felt the aura emanating from David’s body, and in the original fierce eyes, it showed 

fear at this moment! 

 

 

The body of the tiger demon is slowly retreating, and it seems that he is unwilling to fight with David! 

 

“It’s not a loss that it was raised by people, so it’s so spiritual…” 

 

David smiled coldly when he saw the body of the tiger demon that kept retreating! 

 

However, he would not easily let go of this tiger demon. The beast pill in the tiger demon’s body is the 

best cultivation resource! 

 



But just when David was about to make his move, the tiger demon turned around and ran at an extreme 

speed! 

 

Between a few jumps, the figure instantly disappeared into the snow-capped mountains! 

 

This time, David was a little overwhelmed. 

 

Hu Mazi and the others are also dumbfounded! 

 

“Damn, this fcuking beast, he ran away so fast…” 

 

Hu Mazi couldn’t help but exclaimed! 

 

You must know that monsters are cruel by nature. No matter what kind of enemy they encounter, they 

will only attack, and rarely turn around and run away. 

 

But this tiger demon can only turn around and run when it senses danger, it can be seen that the 

intelligence has been activated! 

 

“This is a raised monster, so it has intelligence and it is normal to run away from a strong enemy.” 

 

Ge Yuhan explained. 

 

“Raised?” Hu Mazi was stunned: “If I ever raised such a beast, it would be awesome.” 

 

Hu Mazi looked envious. After all, he raised a monster of the Great Marquis realm. It’s majestic, and it 

can also be used as a mount! 



 

David put away the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand, and said helplessly: “It seems that this tiger 

demon will live a little longer, let’s go…” 

 

David took Hu Mazi and the others and continued to walk forward! 

 

At this moment, in the ruins, the second priest felt the vibration in the ruins just now, and his face was 

full of surprise! 

 

“The shock just now came from the land of the sword tomb. Is this land of the sword tomb about to be 

opened?” 

 

The second priest looked closely at the spar altar in front of him, his eyes full of anticipation! 

 

“Sacrificing adults, the tiger demon is back…” 

 

A man in black came to report! 

 

“Well, this guy is probably full again this time.” The second priest nodded: “Those who passed through 

the barrier, have you retired now?” 

 

The man in black shook his head: “Not yet, we found that there are two The group was climbing in 

different directions, and one of the group was a girl who looked like Princess Anna…” 
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When the Second Priest heard this, he immediately said, “What? Did you see it clearly?” 

“The distance is a bit far, but it looks like…” 



The man in black couldn’t guarantee it! 

“I didn’t expect this Anna to come…” The second priest had a chill in his eyes: “You take someone to kill 

them, you must bring that Princess Anna, and you can’t hurt her life. As for the others, kill them.” 

“Understood…” 

The man in black nodded, then turned and left! 

With a gloomy smile on the face of the second priest, Hal asked the second priest to kill Anna, but the 

two priests wanted to capture him alive. It can be seen that these two priests may also be hiding their 

own conspiracy. 

At this moment, David and the others did not know that someone intercepted and killed them, and they 

were still heading towards the top of the mountain. 

The entrance to this ruin is likely to be on the top of the snow mountain! 

“How long do we have to go?” 

Anna asked out of breath, looking at the snow-capped mountain whose top could not be seen at all. 

 

She has the lowest strength here, so such a long time of climbing, coupled with the harsh environment, 

made Anna a little unbearable. 

 

“Why don’t you rest here, wait for us to find the ruins, find the King of Medicine, and come here to find 

you…” 

 

David knew that with Anna’s strength, it was really difficult to move forward. If you insisted on following 

them Together, not only will it not help, but it will also become a burden! 

 

Anna nodded, she also knew her strength, and she was afraid that she would not be able to continue to 

move up! 

 

“David, I’ll leave it to you…” 

 

Anna said. 



 

“Don’t worry, let Andrew take care of you here…” 

 

After David finished speaking, he took out some supplies from the storage ring, settled Anna well, and 

continued to climb up! 

 

“Princess Anna, take a good rest…” 

 

Andrew found a shelter for Anna and said to Anna. 

 

Anna nodded, lay in the sleeping bag, and unknowingly fell asleep! 

 

The high priest and others on the other side chose another direction and headed towards the top of the 

snowy mountain! 

 

Daniel’s face was a bit puzzled and angry! 

 

Seemingly feeling the anger on Daniel, the high priest said: “Daniel, you seem to be very dissatisfied 

with me?” 

 

“High priest, our Burning Heaven Sect has always adhered to the purpose of saving the world and 

helping people, but just now how could you use force to force others to die? ?” 

 

Daniel was very puzzled, this is completely different from what he taught when he entered the Burning 

Heaven Sect! 

 

“Daniel, don’t be naive anymore, this is the society where the weak eat the strong, and the strong are 

respected. Put away your sympathy.” 



 

“Now that the two priests have entered the royal family, the Burning Heaven Sect in the future is 

probably the only one. If he is alone, we will all die!” 

 

“This time, the Pope sent us to look for the ruins. If we can find the ruins and find the legendary divine 

sword, we can eradicate the second priest. Even if the royal family comes forward, we will burn the 

heavens. You don’t have to give face.” 

 

“As long as you follow me well, the position of my high priest will be yours in the future, and I can give 

you the inheritance of my whole body.” The 

 

high priest kept persuading Daniel! 

 

Daniel stopped talking, but he still couldn’t understand! 

 

Soon, they encountered a cloud of fog blocking their way! 

 

This fog is very strange, as if it was deliberately blocked here! 

 

“High Priest, there is a sudden fog in front of you…” 

 

Daniel said, looking at the fog in front of him. 

 

“I know!” The high priest frowned, and the copper bell in his hand shook gently! 

 

One after another sound wave passed into the mist, and disappeared in an instant! 

 



“What a weird fog…” The 

 

high priest frowned even more! 
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“High priest, what should we do? Should we bypass this place?” 

 

Daniel said. 

 

“I’m afraid this fog can’t be bypassed. Send someone in to explore the way, don’t go too deep…” 

 

said the high priest. 

 

Daniel nodded, then looked at the people of the Burning Heaven Sect behind him! 

 

These people are very nervous, and no one wants to be the pioneer and enter this unknown fog! 

 

 

“You, go in and explore…” 

 

Daniel pointed to a believer and said. 

 

The cleric’s face instantly became extremely pale, and his whole body was shaking! 

 

But since he was called, he didn’t dare not obey! 

 



You can only tremble and walk towards the mist! 

 

This cultist walked very slowly until he reached the edge of the fog, and he dared not take a step 

anymore! 

 

 

The high priest felt that the believer had stopped, his brows wrinkled, his palm waved lightly, and a 

breath came in a flash, directly pushing the believer into the fog! 

 

Everyone nervously looked at the mist in front of them, and then waited quietly! 

 

Finally, after ten minutes, the cultist said, “High priest, it’s alright, it’s safe, come in…” 

 

Hearing the cultist’s voice, he breathed a sigh of relief, and then moved towards the mist. Go! 

 

But when everyone just walked to the edge of the fog, they heard screams coming from inside! 

 

Immediately afterwards, the cultivator who entered ran out, his whole body still burning with flames! 

 

“Quick, put out the fire…” 

 

 

Seeing this, Daniel quickly ordered someone to put out the fire, but it was too late! 

 

That cultist was instantly burnt to ashes! 

 



The faces of everyone changed greatly, and the high priest’s face was extremely solemn! 

 

“Damn…” The 

 

high priest cursed, and then hit a cultist with a breath! 

 

“Go in again and see what’s going on inside?” 

 

This time, the cultist carried a wisp of the high priest’s breath, so that the high priest could sense the 

situation in the mist! 

 

The cleric’s face was extremely ugly, but he didn’t dare to disobey the order, and walked into the mist 

trembling! 

 

 

At this time, David and the others have been traveling in the fog for a while! 

 

“David, I feel that this fog is very strange. We seem to have lost our way and can’t get out at all!” 

 

Hu Mazi said with a frown. 

 

“I also feel that in this fog, I can’t tell the direction at all.” 

 

Fan Jiang also said. 

 

David stopped his body, and his consciousness continued to spread. Although he could spread out, no 

matter how he spread his consciousness, all he saw was foggy. 



 

At this time, Hu Mazi took out a bronze-colored compass from his arms, and when he saw the pulp on 

the compass, he knew that it was very old! 

 

I saw that when the compass was taken out, the pointer on it seemed to be disturbed and kept turning! 

 

Hu Mazi bit his finger, dropped a drop of blood on the compass, and then chanted! 

 

I saw that the pointer of the compass gradually stabilized, and then stopped! 

 

“Damn, we walked for a long time, and we didn’t even go up at all, but turned around the snow-capped 

mountains…” 

 

Hu Mazi burst into foul language! 

 

“You have this thing, don’t take it out sooner…” 

 

David was speechless for a while, they were all trapped in this fog for a long time, and this hu Mazi took 

out this treasure! 

 

“What a joke, this is handed down from the ancestors, where can you use it casually!” 

 

“Now you all follow me, you should go out soon…” 

 

After Hu Mazi finished speaking, he put away the compass, and then started to move forward Go, David 

and the others are following behind Hu Mazi! 

 



But just after a few people walked a few steps, suddenly a figure rushed towards them! 

 

The man was holding a knife, roaring loudly as if he had been stimulated by something. 
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“I’m going to kill you, kill you…” 

The man rushed in front of David and the others involuntarily, and then slashed with a knife! 

Fan Jiang’s eyes turned cold, and he immediately greeted him, and he knocked the man out of the air 

with one punch! 

This punch directly spit blood out of the man’s mouth, and he fell to the ground and couldn’t get up! 

 

Fan Jiang stepped up and was about to get rid of this man, but was stopped by David. 

 

“Don’t kill him first, let’s see who it is?” 

 

Suddenly a person rushed out of the fog, David was very curious, who is in ambush here! 

 

When David and the others approached and saw the person clearly, they realized that this person was 

actually a follower of the Burning Heaven Sect! 

 

I saw this believer’s eyes wide open, his eyes full of horror, although he was seriously injured, he kept 

babbling: “Kill you, kill you…” 

 

“This person is mentally damaged…” 

 

Ge Yuhan Looking at the Burning Heaven Sect cultist, he said. 

 



David also saw that this man was mentally damaged, so he looked crazy. 

 

“Let’s all be careful, it seems that this fog is not easy…” 

 

After David finished speaking, a few people continued to move forward, ignoring the followers of the 

Burning Heaven Sect! 

 

David followed the Fentian Divine Sect with no relatives and no ancestors, so there was no need to save 

their people! 

 

Besides, the high priest forced them to deal with the tiger demon just now, so it was obvious that this 

Burning Heaven Sect was not a good thing. 

 

But David and the others walked a distance again, and found that the mist in front of them had changed, 

turning pink, and the pink mist was very beautiful! 

 

But after seeing the pink mist, Hu Mazi’s complexion changed greatly! 

 

“Be careful, this fog can damage the mind and make people cruel…” 

 

Hu Mazi reminded loudly. 

 

Soon, several people held their breaths and tightly guarded their minds to avoid damage! 

 

As soon as he stepped into the pink mist, David felt dizzy for a while. 

 

However, with the golden light flashing in David’s mind, he instantly woke up! 



 

Hu Mazi and Fan Jiang had solemn expressions on their faces, their eyes fixed on the front, and they did 

not dare to be distracted at all! 

 

Ge Yuhan seemed much more relaxed, the soul in her body was the saint of Guanghan Palace, a person 

who has been through thousands of years! 

 

The mind is already indestructible! 

 

As David and the others went deeper, Hu Mazi and Fan Jiang were covered in cold sweat on their 

foreheads. Although they did not dare to be distracted, their eyes began to change at this moment, and 

slowly turned red! 

 

A raging aura is slowly rising from the body, but the two of them haven’t noticed it yet! 

 

Feeling the changes in the breaths of Hu Mazi and Fan Jiang, David knew that these two people might 

not last long, because he didn’t know how long it would take to get out of here! 

 

Suddenly, David remembered his own pure heart mantra, isn’t this what restrains the fog? 

 

“Master Hu, Fan Jiang, I will pass you a set of mantras, so that we can resist the erosion of this fog.” 

 

After speaking, David passed the Qingxin mantra to the two of them without reservation! 

 

As the two recited the Heart Clearing Mantra, a cool and transparent feeling instantly filled the whole 

body, and the scarlet eyes of the two of them slowly recovered! 

 



Just when David felt that he could easily pass through the fog, there was a sudden sound of fighting in 

front of him! 

 

And the fighting was very fierce, accompanied by screams. 

 

After David and the others glanced at each other, they immediately moved in the direction of the fight! 

 

When David and the others arrived, they found that more than a dozen people were fighting, and all of 

them were members of the Burning Heaven Sect. 

 

Everyone’s eyes are scarlet, and each other has become a mortal enemy! 

 

At this moment, several corpses were lying on the ground. 

 

Daniel was also mad, and the weapon in his hand kept waving! 

Chapter 1805 

Only the high priest, with cold sweat on his face, kept shaking the copper bell in his hand, hoping to 

wake up these lost subordinates! 

But no matter how loud his copper bell shook, it was of no use! 

In the end, the high priest could only reluctantly put away the copper bell, while he himself quickly ran 

out of the fog. 

As for these subordinates, he doesn’t plan to take care of them! 

“Mr. Chen, what should we do?” 

Fan Jiang looked at David and asked. 

David looked at Daniel with scarlet eyes, and finally his body was vertical, grabbing Daniel’s wrist 

directly, and then a spiritual force entered Daniel’s body! 

Daniel woke up, and when he saw David and the others, he fell into shock. 



 

“You… you guys are still alive?” 

 

Daniel thought that David and the others should have been eaten by tiger demons long ago. 

 

“Don’t talk, leave here and talk…” 

 

David was afraid that Daniel would be distracted and disturbed again, so he took Daniel and ran out of 

the fog quickly! 

 

 

Daniel looked at his subordinates who were killing each other, although his eyes were full of reluctance, 

but there was no way to do it! 

 

 

Soon, David and the others rushed out of the fog. When they passed through the fog, they looked back 

and found that the fog had disappeared! 

 

On the snowy ground, there were more than a dozen corpses lying in disorder, all of them being 

followers of the Burning Heaven Sect! 

 

“Daniel…” 

 

The high priest seemed to sense Daniel’s breath, so he shouted! 

 

He escaped from the fog himself and didn’t care about others. Now he suddenly sensed Daniel’s breath, 

feeling a little strange, so he shouted. 



 

“The High Priest…” 

 

 

Daniel replied. 

 

The high priest did not speak, but his brows were tightly wrinkled together. 

 

“Daniel, who is there with you? Why is the breath so powerful?” The 

 

high priest slowly took out the copper bell and made a defensive posture! 

 

Because David and the others hid their breath at the beginning, the breath of David and the others that 

the high priest felt was completely different from now. 

 

He couldn’t have imagined that the people in front of him at this time were the same group of people he 

forced to face the tiger demon! 

 

“High priest, they are the group of tourists we met on the way.” 

 

Daniel replied. 

 

The high priest was shocked: “Impossible, how is it possible, how can the aura on them be so powerful?” 

The 

 

high priest couldn’t believe it at all. If these people had such a strong strength, how could they be 

threatened by him? 



 

Daniel couldn’t answer the high priest, he could only look at David. 

 

But before David could speak, Hu Mazi spoke angrily. 

 

“We all hid our breath, just to amuse you, you blind man, you really think of yourself as a master.” 

 

“Holding a broken bell and babbling, the whole thing is quite mysterious!” 

 

“If it weren’t for me If you take action , you can’t break the barrier, and you dare to threaten us.” 

 

“I think you’re an old man who needs to be beaten…” 

 

Hu Mazi was so angry that he stepped forward and slapped the high priest directly! 

 

These two slaps directly blinded the high priest, and he found that he was not even qualified to hide. 

 

This time, the high priest’s face was extremely ugly, but he didn’t dare to say a word! 

 

And Daniel looked at the high priest who was slapped twice and didn’t even dare to fart, and his heart 

was mixed! 

 

If the high priest listened to his words at that time and hadn’t forced David and the others to stay and 

deal with the tiger demon, maybe they wouldn’t have been slapped. 

 

And those followers of the Burning Heaven Sect don’t have to die… 



 

But there is no such thing in this world… 

 

“Master Hu, let’s go…” 

 

David stopped Hu Mazi. This high priest was killed! 
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David and the others are leaving, and the high priest is a little embarrassed to follow that Daniel! 

If the two of them go down the mountain now, they will be in danger if they encounter any formation 

mechanism! 

But if you follow David and the others, I’m afraid the other party will not agree! 

Just when Daniel was considering whether to open his mouth and begged David to take them in, 

suddenly a dozen auras suddenly attacked here! 

Immediately afterwards, more than a dozen men in black, holding machetes, directly surrounded David 

and the others! 

Facing the surrounded men in black, David frowned. 

“Fan Jiang, do you think the breath of these people is familiar?” 

David asked Fan Jiang. 

“Well, it’s very familiar, just like the person who killed Princess Anna…” 

Fan Jiang nodded and said. 

“Could it be that these people occupied the ruins early?” 

David was a little surprised, why these men in black can suddenly appear here! 

Unless they are here very early, otherwise the layers of levels and magic circles are not so easy to break 

through. 

However, after the sudden appearance of the dozen or so men in black, the high priest showed an 

excited expression on his face. 



 

“Fentian Divine Sect follow orders…” The 

 

high priest suddenly raised the copper bell in his hand and shouted loudly! 

 

All these men in black are actually followers of the Burning Heaven Sect! 

 

As soon as the high priest appeared in these people, he felt it. 

 

As for the dozen or so men in black, after seeing the high priest raise the copper bell, a trace of panic 

flashed in their eyes, but they soon stabilized! 

 

When Daniel saw these people and the high priest’s order, he was indifferent, and his brows instantly 

wrinkled! 

 

He seemed to understand something, so he said in the ear of the high priest: “High priest, these people 

should be in the imperial court and belong to the second priest.” 

 

Daniel’s words instantly made the excitement on the high priest’s face disappear. In its place is endless 

rage! 

 

“You traitors, I will kill you today…” The 

 

high priest roared, and the aura on his body began to skyrocket wildly! 

 

Holding the copper bell in his hand, he shook it vigorously. With the sound of the copper bell, sound 

waves rippled all around. 



 

When the dozen or so men in black saw this, they instantly formed a circle, and the auras on their 

bodies condensed together to form a shield against the attack of the high priest! 

 

Seeing this, Daniel jumped up with a weapon! 

 

“You traitors, take your life…” As 

 

the weapon in Daniel’s hand waved, countless sharp edges moved towards the dozen or so men in 

black! 

 

Soon, Daniel followed the high priest and fought with the dozen or so men in black! 

 

David and the others have become hilarious! 

 

“Mr. Chen, what should we do?” 

 

Fan Jiang asked. 

 

“Let’s go, this is their sect’s private business, let’s leave it 

 

alone…” David waved his hand and planned to leave! 

 

After all, it doesn’t matter if the other party is a traitor or not! 

 

Now David just wants to find the ruins as quickly as possible, and doesn’t want to delay time! 



 

“David and these men in black suddenly appeared, maybe they have been hiding in the ruins, why don’t 

we catch one and ask?” 

 

Hu Mazi said. 

 

David was overjoyed: “Yes, Master Hu is still smart, so let’s grab one and ask…” 

 

At this time, Daniel and the high priest were fighting with more than a dozen men in black! 

 

Although he was not defeated, he was already at a disadvantage. Whether it was Daniel or the high 

priest, there were already several wounds on his body at this moment! 

 

“Fan Jiang, go grab a tongue…” 

 

David said to Fan Jiang. 

 

Fan Jiang nodded, his figure disappeared in a flash, and he joined the battle in an instant! 

 

When a man in black saw Fan Jiang who suddenly appeared, he slashed with a machete in his hand! 

Fan Jiang turned to one side, followed by a palm shot, and instantly slapped the machete in the hand of 

the man in black, and the machete that flew out penetrated the chest of a man in black! 
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Just as the man in black who was slapped with the machete was stunned, Fan Jiang stepped forward and 

grabbed the collar directly and brought the man in black over! 

No matter how hard the man in black struggled, he couldn’t break free, he was dumbfounded all of a 

sudden! 



 

Pfft… 

 

Fan Jiang threw the man in black in front of David, and then stepped on the man in black! 

 

The man in black looked at David in front of him with a bit of panic in his eyes! 

 

“I ask you, why did you stop us? Have you discovered the ruins?” 

 

 

David asked the man in black. 

 

Although the man in black was afraid, he didn’t open his mouth and gritted his teeth! 

 

It looks like it’s going to fight to the end! 

 

David sneered when he saw that the man in black was still very strong, and then randomly drew a few 

times with his fingers in the air. 

 

“Heart Devouring Talisman…” 

 

I saw spots in the air, and then these spots entered the body of the man in black. 

 

 

Hu Mazi looked at David’s pattern of heaven and earth, drawing spells at will, and envied him! 

 



“Ah…” 

 

Soon, the man in black roared in pain, his whole body trembling! 

 

It’s like countless ants, crawling around in the body, nibbling on the internal organs! 

 

“I said, I said…” 

 

The man in black couldn’t stand this torture, but just as he was about to open his mouth, his head 

suddenly exploded! 

 

Look at the man in black with a sudden headshot! 

 

 

David frowned: “Damn, it was actually cursed…” 

 

David did not expect that sects abroad would like to cast curses in the heads of the believers to prevent 

the betrayal of the believers! 

 

“Fan Jiang, go catch another…” 

 

David said. 

 

Fan Jiang nodded and disappeared in a flash! 

 

The high priest was still struggling with Daniel when he suddenly felt an aura coming, and then turned 

around in the crowd, and then left with a man in black! 



 

At this time, only a few of the dozen or so men in black remained, fighting with the high priest and 

Daniel! 

 

 

Although they saw their companions being carried away like chickens, they couldn’t spare anyone to 

rescue them! 

 

The panic in the eyes of the man in black who was just caught is even more obvious! 

 

David didn’t speak, but pressed a hand on the head of the man in black, and a spiritual force entered 

instantly, and immediately broke the curse in the head of the man in black. 

 

At this time, David opened his mouth and asked, “Who are you? Why did you stop us? Have you found 

the ruins?” 

 

This time, the man in black did not hesitate and said quickly, “We are the Burning Heaven Sect. We 

belong to the Second Priest’s subordinates, and now all those who enter the snow-capped mountains to 

find the ruins, we must find a way to make them give up or disappear.” 

 

“Because the ruins have already been found by us, and we have stayed in the ruins for several times. It 

‘s been a month.” 

 

When David heard this, his heart suddenly became cold. 

 

It’s been a few months, so what good things can be preserved in the ruins? 

 

“What did you guys do after staying in the ruins for months?” 



 

David didn’t understand, these people just swept away the ruins, why did they stay in it for so long. 

 

“Build the altar, and it’s all made of spar.” The man in 

 

black didn’t dare to hide it! 

 

“The altar made of spar, what is the use of this altar?” 

 

David was very curious. 

 

The man in black shook his head: “Then I don’t know, these can only be known by the priest…” 

 

David saw that the man in black was a little kid, and he should really know a lot, so he stretched out his 

hand and slapped it. Dead… 

 

David will not do anything about raising tigers! 

 

“Fan Jiang, go and help and save that high priest, I guess we can use him.” 

 

David didn’t understand what the altar was for, maybe the high priest knew. 
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Fan Jiang nodded, then jumped up! 

At this time, the high priest followed Daniel to the brink of collapse and was struggling to support! 



At this moment, Fan Jiang appeared and punched at random, and all those men in black went to see 

Hades! 

Seeing Fan Jiang kill those men in black so easily, Daniel’s face was full of gratitude! 

 

“Thank you, thank you for helping…” 

 

Daniel thanked Fan Jiang. 

 

And although the high priest didn’t speak, his face was full of embarrassment, and he was too 

embarrassed to speak! 

 

“This is Mr. Chen’s order, otherwise I won’t save you…” 

 

After Fan Jiang finished speaking, he turned and walked towards David! 

 

Fan Jiang was also very dissatisfied with what the high priest did at the beginning! 

 

Daniel and the high priest hurriedly followed. Now both of them are injured. If they don’t follow David 

closely, it is estimated that the two of them will not be able to go very far at all. 

 

“Mr. Chen, thank you for your righteous help, we…we…” 

 

Daniel followed David to thank him, but he didn’t know what to say! 

 

After all, how the Burning Heaven Sect treated David and the others, everyone knew in their hearts! 

 

And the high priest lowered his head and said nothing. He had no face to speak! 



 

“Let me ask you, do you guys like to build altars? And they still use spar?” 

 

David asked Daniel. 

 

Daniel’s face was blank. He was not very clear about some things about the Burning Heaven Sect. After 

all, the Burning Heaven Sect had a strict hierarchy, and it was impossible for him to know what he 

shouldn’t have known! 

 

It’s just that after hearing that the altar was built with spar, the high priest who had been bowing his 

head suddenly raised his head with an incredible expression on his face! 

 

“Spar to build an altar? Could it be that they are trying to summon demons?” The 

 

high priest’s voice was full of horror! 

 

“Summon the devil? You make it clear, what’s going on?” 

 

David asked the high priest. 

 

The high priest took a deep breath, and then said slowly: “Our Burning Heaven Sect has a legend that if 

anyone can build an altar with spar and add the magic power of a scepter, they can summon the 

demons underground. 

 

” Summoning a demon, the demon’s divine power will be exerted on the summoner, and the summoner 

will become a new demon, commanding the entire messenger of hell…” 

 

“By that time, the whole world will be plunged into turmoil… “ 



 

When the high priest said, his body couldn’t stop shaking! 

 

As if to say something extremely terrifying! 

 

“Summoning the devil? It’s the same as the truth. Isn’t that using the magic circle to absorb the souls of 

the underground? That altar should be a magic circle, and that scepter should be the opening 

mechanism of the magic circle!” 

 

” Where there are demons, they are nothing more than souls and Yin Qi buried deep in the ground…” 

 

Hu Mazi said with a look of disdain. 

 

“There are really demons. If you don’t believe it, you will pay for it…” The 

 

high priest had a firm look on his face. He was convinced that the altar could summon demons! 

 

“Okay, if we can summon demons, we’ll see if we go and see. Now that we know that they have built an 

altar, I think you can find out where they are?” 

 

David said to the high priest. 

 

The high priest nodded, and then said something in his mouth, and the copper bell in his hand suddenly 

shook by himself! 

 

Every time he walked a certain distance, the copper bell would shake, and the high priest chose the 

direction of travel according to the frequency of the copper bell shaking! 



 

Soon, the group will arrive at the top of the mountain. 

 

At the same time, in the ruins, the second priest looked at the towering altar with excitement on his 

face! 

 

At this time, the second priest was holding a scepter inlaid with gems, and holding a spar in the other 

hand! 

Now this altar, just need to put the spar in his hand on it, even if the real construction is completed! 

Chapter 1809 

“Master Priest, Princess Anna brought it…” 

a man in black said to the second priest. 

“Bring her in…” the 

second priest said lightly. 

Soon, Anna was brought in, but at this time, Anna’s eyes were tightly closed, and she was obviously in a 

coma! 

Andrew was beside Anna with a calm look on his face. He was not restrained, but he did not resist! 

Looking at Anna who was in a coma, the second priest gently stroked Anna’s face with his hands: “As 

expected of your Royal Highness, look at how attractive this face is, when she is possessed by a demon, 

she can become the queen of the whole country, And I’m the man behind the queen…” The 

second priest’s eyes were full of a strong desire for power, he would not be willing to be just a priest in 

the royal family, he wanted supreme power! 

It’s just that in this bear country, no matter how powerful you are, if you don’t have royal blood, you 

can’t rule the entire country. 

So he needs to use Anna’s noble blood to rule the entire bear country! 

As for Prince Nahal, it’s just one of his pawns. When Anna is possessed by a demon, Prince Howl will no 

longer need to exist! 

When Anna becomes the queen, and he is the queen’s man, the pinnacle of the whole power. 

 



 

“Second priest, I have brought you Princess Anna. Should you let my wife and child go?” 

 

Andrew asked the second priest with a blank expression. 

 

“Andrew, you have done a good job. Not only did you trick Princess Anna into coming here, but you also 

prevented Prince Hal’s assassination of her, so you have contributed a lot!” 

 

“Don’t worry, your wife and children are very good. , as long as you follow me obediently, you will be 

the captain of the entire royal guard in the future…” The 

 

second priest said to Andrew with great satisfaction. 

 

But Andrew didn’t seem to care about being the chief of the guard, and continued: “I just want to take 

my wife and children away. I’m sorry for the trust Princess Anna and Duke Ross put in me. I can’t stay by 

their side. 

 

” You only need to let go of my wife and children, and I will fly away with them…” 

 

 

Andrew is the most loyal guard of the Duke’s residence, so Duke Ross will let him protect Princess Anna 

closely. 

 

It’s just that the second priest captured Andrew’s wife and children, and Andrew was forced to do so, so 

he could only lie that there was a medicine king here and could save Duke Ross! 

 

He tricked Anna here and used it to exchange for his wife and children! 

 



If it wasn’t for meeting David and the others, Andrew would have brought Anna long ago! 

 

“I said, don’t worry, when my plan is completed, I will definitely let your wife and children go.” The 

 

second priest gently waved a hand on Anna’s forehead, and Anna opened her eyes leisurely! 

 

When she saw the second priest and the men in black around her, she was stunned! 

 

“Andrew, where are we?” 

 

“Why are these Burning Heaven Cult people here?” 

 

Anna was a little panicked, because she knew that these two priests belonged to her brother Hal. 

 

Now that Howl is chasing him, the two priests must also kill him. 

 

But Andrew did not answer Anna, but lowered his head slightly and said nothing! 

 

“Princess Anna, don’t be afraid, I won’t hurt you, I invite you to come here to make you a real queen, 

your brother Prince Hal wants me to kill you, but I won’t listen to him. “ 

 

I am willing to follow Princess Anna’s instructions, because only you can become the queen with the 

highest power in the entire Xiong Nation.” The 

 

second priest whispered to Anna. He was afraid that Anna would be afraid and would act too 

aggressively! 

 



“No, I don’t want to be a queen. I just came to find the King of Medicine to save my father. I don’t want 

any rights…” 

 

Anna shook her head and said. 

 

Chapter 1810 

“Princess Anna, there is no medicine king here. If you want to save your father, you can only listen to 

me. When you have the ability, let alone save your father, you can even bring him back to life!” 

said the second priest. 

Anna was stunned when she heard this, and then looked at Andrew blankly: “Andrew, what’s going on? 

Is there no Medicine King here?” 

Anna heard what Andrew said, so she took the risk. 

After all, Andrew is her most trusted guardian, she only believes in Andrew! 

But now Andrew lowered his head, didn’t dare to look at Anna, and didn’t dare to make a sound! 

Seeing Andrew like this, Anna seemed to understand something, and her whole body seemed to 

collapse. 

“Andrew, are you lying to me? Are you lying to me?” 

“Why, why are you lying to me?” 

“You talk…” 

Anna beat Andrew desperately. 

Andrew knelt down in front of Anna with a thud: “Princess Anna, I’m sorry for you, but I can’t help it. My 

wife and children are in the hands of the second priest, I can only listen to him…” 

Anna trembled in anger. , The whole person’s eyes were full of helplessness. Her brother chased and 

killed her, and now her most trusted guardian betrayed her. Anna suddenly felt that her life was 

meaningless! 

“Princess Anna, remember, no one in this world can be trusted except your own strength, so you need 

to improve your strength, and now I will give you the opportunity to improve your strength…” 

Said, the second priest envoy After a wink, the two men in black lifted Anna up and walked towards the 

altar! 



Two men in black tied Anna to the stone pillar in the middle of the altar, and then walked down! 

And the two priests took a spar and slowly walked up to the altar. 

There is a gap on the edge, where the spar in the second priest’s hand is placed. 

As long as this spar is placed, the entire altar is officially completed! 

The second priest took the spar and gently placed it on it. 

With a humming sound, the entire altar emitted a burst of dazzling light, followed by lightning-like rays 

of light, which began to flicker over the ruins. 

The entire snow-capped mountain is shaking at this moment! 

“Hahaha…” 

“Successful, successful…” 

“As long as the hour arrives, the devil will come to the world…” The 

second priest was like a madman, laughing wildly! 

Andrew looked at the bound Anna on the altar, and the whole person fell into deep guilt and self-blame! 

But there was no turning back when the bow was drawn. The matter had come to this point, and he had 

no choice! 

 

Boom……. 

 

the snow mountain swayed again, and the snow on the snow began to collapse at this moment! 

 

“What’s the situation? Is there going to be an earthquake?” 

 

Feeling the shaking of the snow-capped mountains, Daniel said in a panic. 

 

If there is an earthquake here, none of them will want to live! 

 



“It’s broken, the altar was succeeded by the traitor. We must find the entrance to the ruins before 

midnight, otherwise he will summon the devil, and none of us will survive…” The 

 

high priest said solemnly! 

 

But before they finished speaking, there was a loud bang, and they saw avalanches happening 

everywhere in the snow-capped mountains! 

 

The snow that originally covered the mountain collapsed in a large area, and the brown rocks were 

exposed! 

 

After a while, the mountain stopped shaking, but no snow could be seen on the entire top of the 

mountain, and large tracts of stones were all exposed! 

 

“Now that the snow is gone, can you find the entrance to the ruins?” 

 

David said to the high priest. 

 

“Yes…” The 

 

high priest nodded, and then the copper bell in his hand shook violently! 

 

The sound waves spread out, covering the entire mountain top! 

 

At this time, the second priest who was in the ruins suddenly frowned: “Why is this old blind man here?” 

 

“Omar…” The 



 

second priest shouted! 


